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PEOPLE COMMITTEE OF LONG BIEN DISTRICT         
             CU KHOI SECONDARY SCHOOL     
Full name: ………………………………….. 
Class: 7A….                     CODE: 703                                                                                

         THE FIRST TERM TEST- GRADE 7 
                   SCHOOL YEAR 2022- 2023 

Period 48-Time allowed: 60 minutes 
Date: 20/12/2022 

A. Language: (24pts) 
I. Vocabulary: (12pts) 
*Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to complete each of the 
following questions .(8pts) 
1. I have ___________ so I must go to a dentist.  
A. tooth              B. tooths        C. teeth         D.  toothache    
2. They opened a shelter to provide housing for the ___________.  
A. homeless           B. homeful          C.  homely         D. house 
3. “ _______ do you find dancing as a hobby?”- “ Because it’s interesting along the music.” 
A. Why         B. Who                     C. How               D. What              
4. Junk food is ___________, so we shouldn’t eat too much junk food.  
A. healthy        B. healthily           C. unhealthily         D.  unhealthy 
*Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. (2pts) 
5. I finding making pottery interesting. 
A. boring                    B.  unhappy                       C. happy             D.  exciting  
*Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. (2pts) 
6. The new bread is so tasty. 
A.  wonderful        B. good                C. delicious                D. terrible 
*Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to complete each of the 
following sentence: (8pts) 
7. We..................   the Louvrse museum in Paris last week. 
A. visiting           B. were visit                 C. did visited            D. visited 
8. How much ..................do you drink every day? 
A. orange          B. milk   C. apple  D. apples 
9.  I like coffee with _.................. of milk. 
A. a                       B. lot                         C. lots                          D. many 
10.  The film is not..........................the story. 
A. interesting as             B. as interesting    C. interesting from         D. as interesting as       
 
B. Language: (4pts) 
I. Stress: Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other 
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions (2pts) 
11. A. garden                   B. rubbish                    C. donate         D. sugar 
II. Pronunciation:  Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose 
underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the following questions.(2pts)   
12. A.  salt                         B. what                C.  always                   D. ball 
 
C. Reading (20 pts) 
I. Cloze test: Read the following passage and mark the letter A,B,C or D to indicate the correct word/ 
phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. (10 pts) 
     Headache is a very common disease. The symptoms (13)…….. a headache are various. People may 
(14)……….. pains only one side of the head. Sometimes when the pain goes away, the head is sore. People have 
a headache (15) …………. they work too hard or they are too nervous about something.  (16)……….. can help 
cure the disease but people usually have to do more than taking tablets. They can prevent headaches by changing 
their diets or their (17)…………… or simply by going to bed. 
13. A. on   B. in    C. of   D. at 
14.  A. be   B.  take    C. happen  D. have 
15.  A. when  B. but   C. so   D. and 
16.  A. Doctor  B. Medicine            C. Sport  D. Fruit 
17.  A. life   B. working             C. hobbies  D. lifestyles  
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II. Reading: Read the passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 
answer for each sentence. (10 pts)  

WATER PUPPETRY 
       Vietnamese water puppetry is a unique folk art. It's said that ‘Not watching a performance of water puppetry 
means not visiting Vietnam yet.' That's why water puppetry is a must-see show for tourists in Vietnam. Watching 
this show can help you escape from your busy life and refresh your minds with unforgettable moments. 
      During the shows, you can only see the puppets and a small folk orchestra of about 7 people; the puppeteers 
stand behind a curtained backdrop in a pool. All puppets are made of fig wood which goes along well with 
water. Then they are carved and painted. The themes of the shows are very familiar to Vietnamese 
people. They focus on the daily life of farmers and common aspects of Vietnamese spiritual life. 
     Vietnamese water puppetry has been introduced to many countries all over the world and received much love 
from audiences. Foreigners don't understand Vietnamese, but they enjoy the shows because the puppets clearly 
demonstrate Vietnamese life and culture through their actions. Thang Long Water Puppet Theatre on Dinh Tien 
Hoang Street near Hoan Kiem Lake is the most popular theatre for water puppetry. 
18. There are about ________ in the orchestra. 
A. 7 people                       B. 9 strings         C. 4 musical instruments             D. None are correct.                                    
19. "They" in line 8, paragraph 2 refers to ________. 
A. Vietnamese people                                 B. The themes of the shows        
C. the puppeteers                                      D. water puppetry 
20. You can ________ by watching water puppet shows. 
A. escape from your busy life                   B. refresh your minds  
C. Both A & B are correct.                                D. be good at swimming       
21. ________ is the material to make all puppets. 
A. Water  B. Stones                        C. Fig wood                 D. None are correct. 
22. Foreigners don't understand ________, but they enjoy the shows.  
A. English             B. Chinese                   C. Japanese              D. Vietnamese  
 
D. Writing: (20 pts) 
I. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 
each of the following questions. (4pts) 
23. During our last summer holiday we visit some very interesting places. 
          A                      B      C                   D 
24. With almost the same eyes and nose, the child looks as a copy of her father. 
        A            B                      C             D 
II. Mark letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to the original sentence in each 
of the following questions. (8pts) 
25. Their game of badminton is always on Thursday. 
A. They always play badminton on Thursday. 
B. They always play their game on Thursday. 
C. They play badminton always on Thursday. 
D. They have played badminton every Thursday. 
26. Which subject do you like best? 
A. What subject is your favorite? 
B. What favorite subject are you? 
C. What are your favorite subject? 
D. What is your favorite subject? 
27. If you stay indoors more, your health will be worse. 
A. If your health is worse, stay indoors more.   
B. If you go outside, your health will be worse. 
C. Staying indoors makes you healthy. 
D. Staying indoors more is bad for your health. 
28. My school has a canteen on the second floor. 
A. There is a school in my canteen ’s second floor. 
B. There is a canteen on the second floor at my school. 
C. There is a floor at my school canteen. 
D. There are two floors at my school canteen. 
III. Complete each of the following sentences with the words or phrases given ( 8pts) 
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29. Snack/ be/ small/ meal/ you/ eat/ when/ hungry. 
…………………………………………………………………………………. 
30. In England, schools/ usually/ start/ 9 a.m / finish/ 4p.m. 
…………………………………………………………………………………. 
31. I /like/ collect / tree leaves / different countries. 
…………………………………………………………………………………. 
32. How much/ water/ should/ I/ pour/ pot?   
…………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
E. Listening (16 pts ) 
I. Listen and choose the best option to complete the passage below. (8 pts) 
      Street painting – or street art – is an old type of art. In the …………..(33) century artists began to draw on 
the pavement using chalk. Today, you can see street painting events everywhere. They attract………….(34) 
people who come to enjoy and take part in them. Many of them are free too. So join in and become an artist 
yourself. 
   One of the largest events in the United States is the Lake Worth Street Painting Festival. It began in 1994 and 
now occurs every …………..(35) with the support of artists and volunteers. It is free for everyone. About 
100,000 visitors came to enjoy it. About …………….(36) artists work on the pavement to make the street a huge 
art gallery. 
33. A. 16th             B.17th                    C. 18th                 D. 19th 
34. A. much           B.  many               C.a few               D. some 
35. A. January        B.  April               C. March            D.February 
36. A.  600            B.  800                 C. 700                D. 500 
II. Listen and choose the best answer for each question. (8 pts) 
37. What are they talking about? 
 A. visit to a school.                                         B.  A visit to a computer room.         
 C. A visit to a school library.                          D. A visit to a museum 
38. Who is going to visit the school? 
 A. Mi and her teacher.                                    B. Mi and her classmates.            
 C. Mi and her parents.                                    D. Mi, her teacher and her classmates.            
39. Where is the school? 
A. In Phong’s neighbourhood.                          B. In the countryside.                        
C. In the city.                                    D. In the mountainous area. 
40. When are they going? 
A. In the morning.          B. In the evening.            C. At noon               D.In the afternoon 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


